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  The Wills of Archery Safety 

 

 I will ensure my bow is safe before shooting 

 I will only nock an arrow when I am instructed to do so 

 I will follow all whistle commands the range officer gives 

 I will follow the whistle commands 

              2 whistles- “Get Bow” 

              1 whistle - “Shoot” 

              3 whistles- “Go get arrows”  

Multiple whistles- “Emergency. Stop shooting. Put arrow in quiver and bow in rack and return to 
the area behind the waiting line 

  I will only walk on the archery range                                                                                                                                        

  I will make sure my scorer and I agree on my end score before I pull my arrows 

 I will only draw my bow with an arrow nocked and pointed toward the target (no sky drawing) 

 I will raise my hand when I drop an arrow. I will not bend to retrieve it until instructed to do so. 

 I will only draw my bow and release the string after I have been instructed to do so (no dry firing) 

 

 

I understand and will comply with the “wills of archery safety” 

 

 

x    signed _________________________________________________________ (student) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scoring Rules- 

 

A practice end will be shot at each distance 

All bounce outs will be reshot after all scoring during that end 

Arrows that touch the line will be given the higher score 

Ties will be broken by bullseye 10's 

If still tied, we will break the tie by counting 10's (counting last end first).          

 

The ACAA is an event that is unique to our organization.  Utilizing NASP approved equipment is  

paramount for the Genesis Division.  

The Genesis shoots are 30 arrow/300 point competitions. It is completed indoors. 

Competitors shoot 3 ends of 5 arrows at the 10 yard and 15 yard distances. 

A practice end is shot at each distance before the competition ends are shot and scored. 

Each end must be completed in 1 minute and 20 seconds after the fire command is given. 

Genesis bows and mini genesis bows (for our smaller competitors) are welcome    
(Genesis x bows are not) 

 

The open compound division for seniors is a 36 arrow /360-point competition 

Senior Competitors shoot from 50, 45, 35, and  25 yard distances  on an outdoor range. 

The Junior open compound division is 30 arrow/300 point competition. 

Junior Competitors shoot from 3 ends of 5 arrows at 20 and 10 yards 

 

There is a practice end at each distance before competitive shooting at each distance. 

We ask that no bow have laser sights or have a draw weight greater than 70 lbs. 

 

 

 

 

              


